INVISIBLESHIELD APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

TO APPLY YOUR INVISIBLESHIELD HD® DRY, READ AND FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS. FOR BEST RESULTS, PLEASE VIEW THE APPLICATION VIDEO AT ZAGG.COM/INSTALLATION

Step 1: Prepare Your Device
Grasping onto the clear tab underneath the green tab, hold onto the green tab and pull it towards you to expose the adhesive. Be careful not to touch the adhesive.

Step 2: Align
Align the yellow guide to the phone display using the tabs and covered adhesive. Then smooth down the exposed adhesive with your thumb and squeegee.

Step 3: Squeegee
Lift YELLOW TAB away from screen.

SQUEEGEE
In one continuous movement, SQUEEGEE FORWARD SLIGHTLY and the arrows will flip to point at phone’s screen.

Step 4: Push Out Bubbles
Firmly SQUEEGEE TOWARD PHONE SCREEN to finish applying the shield. This action also automatically removes the arrow layer.

POSITION
After smoothing, hold down squeegee where arrows point.
**Step 5:** Finish
SLOWLY peel off the yellow plastic layer using the yellow tab at the top of the InvisibleShield.

**COMPLETE**
Any micro-bubbles should disappear within 24-48 hours.

**For devices with curved edges like the Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge and Galaxy Note 7:** Use your thumbs to roll over the film to the curved edges of your device.

STOP!
REGISTER YOUR ZAGG® LIFETIME GUARANTEE AT:
ZAGG.COM/REGISTER

LIFETIME REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
The Limited Lifetime Replacement Guarantee is simply what it says: If your InvisibleShield ever becomes scratched, torn, or damaged while protecting your device, we offer you a free InvisibleShield replacement for as long as you own your device. We want you to feel safe and secure when investing in your digital life, and that you are confident the InvisibleShield is the strongest and most durable protection you will find. Returning the original InvisibleShield is required. You must visit ZAGG.com/register to claim your warranty replacement.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

FOR BEST RESULTS PLEASE VIEW THE APPLICATION VIDEO AT ZAGG.COM/INSTALLATION.

Samsung and Galaxy S are registered trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
The HD trademark is licensed from NISI Products, Ltd.
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